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The Annieglass studio is nestled in the strawberry fields of the central coast of California. Halfway between 
Monterey and San Francisco, the contrasting influences of spectacular natural beauty and technology have 
found their way into Annie’s creative process. The award winning designer/maker has never wavered in her 
fascination for her surroundings and continues to interpret its beauty into Annieglass. She has been an 
innovator of American craft, design and manufacturing for more than three decades, blending old world 
glassmaking techniques with modern cutting edge manufacturing and technology in the United States since 
1983. Recognized by the Smithsonian American Art Museum as an authentic American classic.

ANNIEGLASS  SPRING 2020

JAXSON
Set a jaw dropping table with the bold, artful drips 
and splatters of 24kt gold across our 5 round plates 
and bowls. The small plates and bowls share the 
same drip design made to pair up with the large splatters 
on the medium and large plates and serving bowl. 
Small plate  7½"   JX102G  $67 MSRP

Small bowl  7½"   JX103G  $67 MSRP

Medium plate  9½"   JX106G  $88 MSRP 

Large plate  11¾"   JX109G  $99 MSRP

Serving bowl  12½"   JX110G  $105 MSRP JX109G  

JX103G  

JX110G  JX102G  

JX106G  

JX100G  

JX165G  

JX203G  

Artistic splashes of 24k gold drip across the surface of 
three new fabulous gift-able pieces. The heart, large serving 
bowl and square platter are art pieces as functional as 
they are innovative. Complementing our must-have Jaxson 
collection, they are a collaboration between Annie and her 
artist son Taylor Reinhold. Affordable modern art.
Heart Plate  7"   JX100G  $88 MSRP

Large Serving Bowl  13½"   JX165G  $189 MSRP

Square Tray  13"   JX203G  $179 MSRP
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ELEMENTS
CROSSES
Commemorate special occasions with these pale green 
and 24k gold crosses, available in two styles. Perfect 
for baby, housewarming, baptism, Easter, memorial or 
graduation gift. Ask us about engraving your warmest 
wishes on the back. Made of 100% recycled glass by our 
patented process.
Small Cross  6¼ x 3¼"   CR105   $74 MSRP

Large Cross  7¼ x 4"    CR110   $80 MSRP

LARGE SERVING BOWL 
A clear V shaped all purpose bowl with a very distinctive 
edge, like torn paper, distinguishes our Icey pattern 
and makes this the go-to gift for all occasions. Modern 
purists who will love the elegant and simple design. The 
clear texture of this very functional bowl complements 
the dinnerware collection and shallow serving bowl we 
recently introduced. Annie tried her best to make it look 
like melting ice—we think it does!
Large Serving Bowl  13½"   IC165  $95 MSRP

SERVING BOWL & PLATES
A shallow serving bowl and a round serving plate compliment the 
recently released dinnerware trio. The icy looking edge gives the 
clear glass unexpected texture and a modern appeal. Mixes well 
with Salt and Edgey patterns. 
Large plate 11¾"   IC109  $74 MSRP

Serving bowl  12½"   IC110  $80 MSRP

Small plate  7½"    IC102  $55 MSRP

Small bowl  7½"   IC103  $55 MSRP 

Medium plate  9½"   IC106  $63 MSRP 
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Innovating the 

ancient art of 
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what we do best.
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HEART CHIP & DIP
Show your guests how much you love them when you serve 
with these pretty divided trays. The most elegant chip and 
dip ever for a loved one, wedding, shower or anniversary. 
Available in 24k gold or platinum. Choose from Roman 
Antique or Ruffle style.
ROMAN ANTIQUE   Heart chip and dip 13½"  

G240  $164 MSRP     P240  $164 MSRP

RUFFLE   Heart chip and dip  13½"  

G241  $174 MSRP   P241  $174 MSRP

WINE COOLERS 
We are re-introducing our bubbly wine and champagne cooler! Long an 
entertaining favorite we have re-crafted it, adding more gold and platinum for 
a wider band of precious metal and emphasizing the artisanal textured details 
in the glass. We made it look more chilled with an opaque quality to the glass. 
A gorgeous show-off piece for champagne, wine, tulips, greens or seasonal 
décor. It’s not a party without Annieglass!

ROMAN ANTIQUE Wine Cooler  17 x 11¼"

G132   $263 MSRP

P132   $263 MSRP

RUFFLE Wine Cooler 18 x 13"

G234  $273 MSRP

P234   $273 MSRP
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POPPY
Three smaller versions of Annie’s spectacular limited edition 
series Poppy sculpture are as functional as they are beautiful. 
The rippling delicacy of petals is captured in Annie’s original 
sculpture. Frosted glass with 24k gold accents on the edge. 
Fruit, floating flowers, salads or your choice will only look 
more beautiful in them. 
Small Bowl  9½"  PP105  $105 MSRP         

Medium Bowl  11½"   PP110  $137 MSRP

Large Bowl  17"   PP115  $168 MSRP

Limited edition of 500 Poppy sculpture 25" 

F525G  $525 MSRP

HEART
POPPY 
For our serious collectors, we make a heart of limited 
availability for only that calendar year. The 2020 version 
pays homage to the poppy, one of Annie’s favorite flowers 
for its golden color and delicacy. The California poppy 
carpets the coastal hills of Annie’s favorite hikes. Available 
in 24k gold or platinum.
7" heart  CSH305G  $88 MSRP   CSH305P  $88 MSRP

Ask us about personalized engraving. We are able to add 

custom handwritten messages on our pieces.

ELEMENTS
BIRDS
Who isn’t a bird lover now? Our 100% reused/upcycled 
glass bird trivets are earth friendly. We re-melt our scrap 
glass to make these cuties, keeping it out of the landfill 
and maintaining zero waste. Our glass factory is on the 
Pajaro River (means Bird River) which flows into the 
Monterey Bay. Flecked with 24k gold and a half inch thick, 
no two are exactly alike. Patented. Not just for bird lovers!
Cardinal 13½ x 7"  EL109  $97 MSRP

Robin 13 x 6"   EL110  $97 MSRP

Hummingbird 12½ x 10"   EL111  $97 MSRP
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